The theoretical and numerical studies on kinetic micro-instabilities, including ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven modes, trapped electron modes (TEMs) in the presence of impurity ions as well as impurity modes (IMs), induced by impurity density gradient alone, in toroidal magnetized plasmas, such as tokamak and reversed-field pinch (RFP) are reviewed briefly. The basic theory for IMs, the electrostatic instabilities in tokamak and RFP plasmas are discussed. The observations of hybrid and coexistence of the instabilities are categorized systematically. The effects of impurity ions on electromagnetic instabilities such as ITG modes, the kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs) and kinetic shear Alfvén modes induced by impurity ions in tokamak plasmas of finite β (=plasma pressure/magnetic pressure) are analyzed. The interesting topics for future investigation are suggested.
Introduction
Micro-instabilities, such as ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven modes and trapped electron modes (TEMs), are widely accepted to be responsible for the anomaly of cross field particle, momentum and energy transports, observed experimentally in magnetic confinement fusion plasmas, and have been under long lasting intensive investigation in recent decades [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, it is well recognized that (non-hydrogenic) impurity ions are inevitable in toroidal fusion plasmas, owing to unavoidable interactions between plasma and plasma-facing materials such as vacuum vessel and divertor plates. It is well recognized that impurity ions have significant effects on plasma confinement via radiation loss of energy and dilution of main ion density. In addition, impurity transport, induced by neoclassical mechanism and turbulence, is an important subject in fusion studies. In particular, turbulent impurity transport, induced by ITG and TEM instabilities, has been studied theoretically and experimentally, and significant progress has been achieved [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The isotope effects of the instabilities and transport in the presence of impurity ions have also been investigated [15] [16] [17] [18] . Impurity effects on residual zonal flow in deuterium-tritium plasmas has been studied [19] .
More importantly, as a third particle species besides electrons and main (hydrogenic) ions, the existence of impurity ions induces new collective freedom and mechanism which make the plasma dynamics more complicated and physics phenomena more abundant. For instance, electrostatic impurity modes (IMs) are driven unstable in plasmas where the impurity ion density profile is outwardly peaked while the density profiles of main ions and electrons are inwardly peaked, just as it is at the boundary of fusion plasmas, even without ITG and trapped electrons (TEs) [20] . These modes has been studied in a sheared slab [21] [22] [23] , tokamak [24] and reversed-field pinch (RFP) [25] configurations. It has also been considered to account for energy transport in plasma periphery and for isotope effect of plasma energy confinement in tokamak [15, 16, 26, 27] .
In addition, two kinds of electromagnetic IMs, induced by impurity ion density gradient and inducing plasma confinement mode transition from high (H) mode to intermediate (I) phase, were observed in experiment. The corresponding preliminary theoretical interpretation shows reasonable agreement with the observations [27, 28] .
Furthermore, effects of impurity ions on ITG and TEM instabilities, including short wave length modes, have been investigated in tokamak [15, 24, [29] [30] [31] and RFP [32] plasmas theoretically. The results indicate that the characteristics of the modes become very complicated and significantly different from those in pure hydrogenic plasmas, and, therefore, are worth of more detailed investigation, in particular, in experiment. For instance, the impurity ions may enhance or reduce ITG and TEM instabilities, depending not only on the peaking direction of their density profiles but also on their charge concentration, charge number, mass number, and amplitudes of their density and temperature gradients.
These results suggest that, in studies of turbulent transport of impurity ions, the consideration of impurity ions as tracing particle in turbulence without impurity ion effect may not be accurate enough. Taking impurity ions as one equal component of plasmas and considering the turbulence and transport self consistently would be more appropriate. In addition, the contribution of the IMs, besides ITG and TEMs, to particle, momentum and energy transport, and confinements may not be negligible, especially, in the periphery plasmas.
The theoretical studies on above mentioned kinetic micro-instabilities, performed with gyrokinetic integral eigenmode scheme are reviewed briefly in this work. The interesting topics for future investigation are suggested.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. The basic theory of the IM is presented in section 2. Section 3 is devoted to electrostatic instabilities in tokamak plasmas, including subsection 3.1 physics model and dispersion equation, subsection 3.2 contribution from TEs, subsection 3.3 IMs, subsection 3.4 ITG driven modes, subsection 3.5 TEM, subsection 3.6 coexisting TEM and IM, subsection 3.7 coexisting ITG and TEM, subsection 3.8 hybrid TEM-ITG mode, and subsection 3.9 hybrid TEM-IM. Section 4 covers electrostatic instabilities in reversed-field pinch plasmas, including subsection 4.1 physics model and dispersion equation, subsection 4.2 ITG mode, subsection 4.3 IM, subsection 4.4 hybrid ITG-IM mode, and subsection 4.5 application to experiment. Section 5 discusses electromagnetic instabilities in tokamak plasmas, including subsection 5.1 physics model and dispersion equation, subsection 5.2 ITG mode, and subsection 5.3 IM. Summary and discussion are given in section 6.
Basic theory of impurity modes
The driving mechanisms of ITG modes and TEMs are well documented and will not be repeated here. The demonstration of the driving mechanism of IMs is briefly given as follows.
In a slab geometry with density gradient in x direction and magnetic field without shear in z direction the Vlasov equation may be written as [20, 21] ( ), which describes the particle motion in terms of the drift of the guiding centers. The equilibrium distribution functions of all species s, which satisfy equation (1) , have a form f x v v , , s 0 = ( ). The index s=i, z, e labels the main (hydrogen or its isotopes) ions, impurity ions and electrons, respectively. The linear stability analysis is then reduced to solving the eigenvalue problem for the linearized equations 
) and Z s represents the charge sign and number of each species. Equation 
Here, n s and T s are the density and temperature of species s, respectively;
) is a parameter for the normalized temperature gradient, and
, I n is the modified Bessel function of order n, and ρ s is the gyro-radius of the particles. First of all, it is easy to find that the presence of a small number of impurity ions is irrelevant and we obtain stable drift oscillations for the case of zero gyro-radius and no temperature gradient if the impurity concentration is small (n z =n i ) and the phase velocity is chosen that
Then the more interesting case is given by
In this case we may use the asymptotic forms of the Z s function, neglect the impurity ion-acoustic terms and the finite gyro-radius in equation (5) and get
Noting that the second term is usually much less than unity and neglecting the ITG ( 0 i h = ), we get the requirement for the impurity driven instability to occur is that the gradient of the impurity ion density must be opposite to that of the main ions and electrons. In addition, it is also clear that what is relevant for this instability is not the temperature gradient but the gradient of mean parallel velocity, which may be due to either a temperature gradient or a gradient of mean mass as in this case.
In summary, above local analysis indicates that the impurity drift modes typically propagate in main ion diamagnetic drift direction [i.e., Re
] and have maximum growth rates of roughly the same magnitude as Re w ( )
]. The destabilizing effect of the ITG on the IM is qualitatively illustrated for 0 2 i h < < . However, when the complete non-local analysis is carried out, it is found that 0 i h > is destabilizing while 0 i h < is stabilizing as will be shown late in this work.
Electrostatic instabilities in tokamak plasmas

Physics model and dispersion equation
An axisymmetric toroidal magnetic configuration of circular flux surfaces with Shafranov shifts (s−α model) is adopted for the studies of electrostatic instabilities in tokamak plasmas. The ballooning mode representation is used so that the linear mode coupling coming from the toroidicity of the magnetic configuration is taken into consideration. The complete gyrokinetic description of ions is employed. The full transit k v   and finite Larmor radius effects of ions are retained while their magnetic trapping is neglected. The curvature and magnetic gradient drifts v v , ,
w q  ( ) of ions are included [33] . The passing electron response is adiabatic.
Suppressing the Alfvèn waves, the dynamics of low frequency electrostatic perturbation in inhomogeneous low-β plasmas is described by the quasi-neutrality condition. With the inclusion of multiple ion species the integral dispersion equation is easily derived from the quasi-neutrality condition [15] n n Z n . 1 0
z z e i = +˜˜( ) 
R and q are the major radius of the plasma column and safety factor, respectively. L R ns ns e = with L ns being the density gradient scale length.
We note that the well-known ballooning mode representation
with z and k k s q = qˆb eing the toroidal and extended poloidal angles, respectively, has been used and the usual s−α equilibrium model with circular flux surfaces has been employed in deriving equation (13) .
Equation ( 
with 0 q being an arbitrary constant. Then, the perturbed particle densities are obtained from equation (11) as 
and 
( )
The wave vector components k k , ¢ and k q are all normalized to eB c T m 2 is the magnetic shear. mʼs and Tʼs are the mass and temperature, respectively.
Contribution from TEs
The calculation for the contributions from TEs are straightforward and well documented [34] when the finite gyro-radius effects are neglected and bounce average is performed. In ballooning representation, the non-adiabatic perturbation of TE density can be written as [35] 
. 
The bounce frequencies of ions are comparable with the frequencies of the instabilities considered. Therefore, the bounce average is nor appropriate and trapped ions are neglected in the studies reviewed in this work. Finally, the integral dispersion equation turns out as 
It must be pointed that the quasi-neutrality condition requires
The assumption of T i (r)=T z (r) makes another constraint that the impurity ion's parameter η z satisfies the formula
These imply that not all the parameters are independent. Equation (24) has to be solved numerically and a computer code HD7 has been developed and employed in the works presented in following sections. The input parameters for the electrostatic version of the code are, normalized electron density gradient scale length or toroidicity (if electron density gradient scale length is fixed)
, mass ratio of the impurity and primary ions μ z =m z /m i , safety factor q, magnetic shear sˆ, ratio of minor and major radii of the flux surface r R e = , normalized poloidal wave vector of perturbation k θ ρ s . The out put results are normalized real frequency e * w w and growth rate e * g w , and eigenfunction structure of the mode f q ( ) in ballooning space. The code has been well validated by late developed codes [36] .
Impurity mode
An IM may be excited when there is a second ion species and its density profile is peaked opposite to that of primary ions and electrons in a plasma. As indicated by equation (9) for a slab geometry, no requirements for ITG are needed for excitation of such instability. The characteristics of the IMs in toroidal plasmas were first studied in [24] . Shown in figure 1 are the normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the mode versus the ratio of the density gradient scale lengths
Neon with ionization state of Z=7, fully ionized carbon and oxygen are considered as impurities. The mode propagates in the ion drift direction and the frequency and growth rate both increase when L ez is more negative. The real frequency and growth rate of the mode are higher in plasmas with impurity ions of higher charge numbers.
The normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the mode versus the toroidicity parameter L R n n e e = are presented in figure 2 for L ez =−2,q=2.5,3.5 and 4.5. The other parameters are the same as in figure 1 . Fully ionized carbon, and oxygen (the solid lines) are considered. It is shown that the real frequency (in ion direction) increases with toroidicity n e linearly, and is almost independent of the impurity species. The mode growth rate is higher for a higher safety factor q. The maximum growth rates appear around 0.3 n e~where the normalized real frequencies are around −0.3. The growth rates and real frequencies all approach zero when n e goes to zero. The real frequencies approach −1 and the growth rates are all small when n e is about 1. These results indicate that this is a toroidal branch of IM instead of the slab one studied in [20, 21] .
ITG driven mode
The behaviors of ITG driven mode in the presence of impurities in toroidal plasmas were first studied in [15, 24] although results for plasmas in shearless and sheared slab geometries were obtained in earlier works [21, 22] . Shown in figure 3 are the variations of the ITG mode real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) with impurity charge concentration f z for k θ ρ i =0.65,1 and 1.45 and fully ionized carbon ions as impurity. The other parameters
The real frequency and growth rate both increase monotonously with impurity charge concentration. This means that the impurity Figure 1 . Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the impurity mode versus ratio of density gradient scale length of electrons to impurity ions L ez =L ne /L nz . The specific parameters are
Fully ionized carbon and oxygen, and neon with ionization state of z=7, are considered as impurity ions. (Reproduced from [24] , with the permission of AIP Publishing.) ions with density gradient opposite to electrons have destabilizing effect on ITG mode.
Variations of the real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of ITG mode with the ratio of the scale lengths of electron density to impurity density L ez =L ne /L nz are given in figure 4 [24] in plasmas with fully ionized neon ions of charge number Z=7. The other parameters are i h = s q 3.3, 0.83
and f z =0.1,0.2, and 0.3. It is clearly demonstrated here that positive and negative impurity density gradients (outwardly and inwardly peaked density profiles) have destabilizing and stabilizing effects on ITG modes, respectively. Impurity ions with flat density profiles have stabilizing effect on ITG mode owing to dilution of main ions.
It is important to point out that the results here are obtained under the assumption of const i h = and then z h is calculated from equation (26) . Actually, L ni varies in order to keep quasi-neutrality when L nz varies. Therefore, part of the destabilizing effect of the impurity may be attributed to increase of the primary ion density gradient. In addition, keeping i h constant means L Ti changes in accordance when L ni varies due to variation of L nz . The results might be different if L Ti keeps constant when L nz varies [37] .
TE modes
The behaviors of TEMs in the presence of impurity ions are more complicated than it is for ITG modes. It has been demonstrated that the effects of impurity ions on TEMs depend not only on the peaking direction of their density profiles but also on the magnitudes of gradients of electron density and temperature. Nevertheless, the basic trend is still rather clear as demonstrated in [29] . Given in figure 5 are the contour plots of the normalized growth rate L n e e * g w of the mode in L ez -n e plane. Fully ionized carbon ions are considered as impurity. The results indicate that the growth rate of the TEM decreases and increases for 0.15 n  e and 0.3 n  e , respectively, in both cases of weak (
electron temperature gradients when L ez varies from −3 to 3. In addition, by comparing the results for the cases of f z =0.0 and f z =0.2, it is clear that for strong density gradient 0.15 n  e , the effect of impurity ions on the modes changes from destabilizing to stabilizing in both cases of strong ( n e > ) of electrons, the effect of the impurity ions changes from stabilizing to destabilizing when L ez varies from −3 to 3. In this case, the effect of impurity ions on the TEMs is roughly opposite to that on the ITG modes. It is worthwhile pointing out that the L ez values for the effect reverse from destabilizing to stabilizing are not necessary being zero, meaning that the impurity density gradient reverses from negative to positive and vice versa. The behaviors of the modes in the L ez -e h plane are presented in figure 6 for 0.1 n e = and 0.5 [29] . It is clearly shown that the growth rate of TEM decreases and increases for 0. ) where the effect of the light impurity ions changes from stabilizing to destabilizing when L ez varies from −4 to 4. Furthermore, the light impurity ions have stabilizing effect regardless of the peaking directions of their density profiles for strong electron temperature gradient (
Here, it is worth pointing out again that the points for the effect reverse from destabilizing to stabilizing are not necessary the points at which the impurity density gradient reverses from negative to positive and vice versa. The effect of the heavy impurity ions (W +6 ) have stabilizing effect on the TEMs in the parameter regimes investigated. It is well-known that TEMs are driven unstable by gradients of electron density and temperature. The effects of light impurity ions on TEMs may be divided into three regimes. The effect changes from destabilizing to stabilizing in strong electron density gradient regime regardless of electron temperature gradient when impurity ion density profile varies from peaking outwardly to inwardly. It is stabilizing in the regime of weak density gradient and strong temperature gradient of electrons, regardless of peaking direction of impurity density profile. The effect changes from stabilizing to destabilizing in the regime of weak electron density and temperature gradients when impurity ion density profile varies from peaking outwardly to inwardly.
Furthermore, it is found that collisions between electrons and ions reduce the TE contribution, while the stabilizing effects of the negative magnetic shear on the TEMs are enhanced in the presence of impurity ions with outwardly peaked density profiles.
Finally, it is very important to emphasize that the stabilizing effect of heavy tungsten ions on the TEMs are more significant than that of light impurity ions such as carbon and oxygen.
Coexisting TEM and IM
The light impurity (carbon or oxygen) ions with inwardly and outwardly peaked density profiles may have stabilizing or destabilized effects on TEMs as discussed in the previous subsection. In addition, two kinds of unstable modes, propagating in electron and ion diamagnetic drift directions and corresponding to TEM and IM, respectively, are found to coexist in certain ranges of L ez <0 for flat and/or moderate electron density gradients [29] . Given in figure 7 Here, the moderate electron temperature gradient e h enhances the TEM instability. The growth rates of the TEMs increase and the effect of the impurity ions changes from stabilizing to destabilizing when L ez varies from −2 to 4 for f 0 z ¹ , as shown in figure 7(a) . In addition, a higher impurity charge concentration f z has a stronger influence on the growth rate. On the other hand, an unstable mode propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction appears for L 1 z e  -. As shown in figure 7 , the growth rate and real frequency of the IM decrease and the mode may be stabilized with increasing L ez . As a result, unstable TEMs and IMs coexist for 0.25  - ) is taken as impurity ion species. (Reproduced from [29] , with the permission of AIP Publishing). (Reproduced from [29] , with the permission of AIP Publishing.)
Coexisting TEM and ITG modes
It has been revealed that unstable TEMs and ITG modes coexist in certain parameter regimes where the driving forces for both instabilities are strong enough [35] . The effects of impurity ions on the coexistent modes are introduced in this subsection [38] . The results for L ez =2 ((a) and (b)) and −1 ((c) and (d)) are presented in figure 8 
. It is shown in figure 8(a) that the effect of impurity ions on ITG modes is stabilizing while it is stabilizing and destabilizing on TEMs, respectively, for 1 i h < and 1 i h > when L ez =2. It seems that the impurity ions have stabilizing effect on pure TEMs of 0 i h = and the effect transits to destabilizing when i h increases and shows stabilizing effect on the modes. This means that the effect of impurity ions on TEMs becomes more complicated and has to be investigated very carefully. On the other hand, figure 8(c) shows that the impurity ions have stabilizing and destabilizing effects on the TEMs and ITG modes, respectively, for L ez =−1. The effects of the impurity ions on the real frequency of the modes are very limited except for the ITG modes in the range of 2 i h > where the frequency decrease induced by the presence of impurity ions is noticeable.
Hybrid TE-ITG mode
It has been revealed that one kind of unstable modes, hybrid TE-ITG mode, exists in certain parameter regimes where the driving forces for both instabilities are weak enough but not negligible [35] . The hybrid TE-ITG modes in the presence of impurity ions are studied in [38] . Shown in figure 9 are the TE-ITG mode growth rate and real frequency versus i h for L ez =1 ((a) and (b)) and −2 ((c) and (d)). The other parameters are the same as those in figure 8 Similar to the hybrid TE-ITG mode, one kind of unstable modes, hybrid ITG-IM exists in certain parameter regimes where the driving forces for both instabilities are weak enough but not negligible [24] . Given in figure 10 are the normalized real frequency and growth rate of the mode versus the ITG parameter i h for k θ ρ i =0.65,1 and 1.45. The other parameters are s 0.5
Fully ionized carbon ions are considered as impurity. A positive ITG has destabilizing effect on the mode while a negative ITG is a stabilizing ingredient. In addition, impurity ions with L ez =−2 enhances the driving of the modes which, therefore, are unstable when i h is much lower than the threshold 1 ic h~without impurity ions. Therefore, the mode is appropriate to be called hybrid ITG-IM. The more comprehensive gyrokinetic simulation performed in [24, 38] indicates that the hybrid ITG-IM exists only and the ITG and IM do not coexist in the parameter domain explored although simultaneous unstable of the two kinds of modes were found with fluid or local approximation in slab geometry [21, 22] .
Electrostatic instabilities in reversed-field pinch plasmas
Physics model and dispersion equation
The dynamics of low frequency micro-electrostatic perturbations in reversed-field pinch (RFP) plasmas is described by the quasi-neutrality condition equation (10) with equations (11), (12) . The non-adiabatic response h s derived from the gyrokinetic equation for ions in a RFP configuration satisfies [39] The integral dispersion equation for study of ITG modes in toroidal RFP plasmas is extended to include a second (impurity) ion species [32] . Hydrogen ions are referred as main ion species, while all the rest subdominant ion species, such as carbon, oxygen, lithium and boron, are referred as impurity ions in the real RFX-mod experiment [40] [41] [42] . The full kinetic characteristics, including finite Larmor radius, magnetic gradient and curvature drifts, of the main and impurity ions are taken into account. In particular, the poloidal magnetic field is included in the total magnetic field, B B B and q being the inverse aspect-ratio and safety factor, respectively, because the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, B θ and B f , are the same order in RFP plasmas. Electron response is assumed to be adiabatic, while bouncing of ions is neglected for simplicity. Then, the integral dispersion equation governing ITG modes and IMs in toroidal RFP plasmas in the presence of impurity ions is
The kernel is: 
where The derivation and detailed description of the equation are given in [32] . Note that the mode growth rate and frequency are normalized to electron diamagnetic drift frequency e * w . The definitions of the other symbols and the normalization used are the same as for tokamak.
Detailed numerical studies described in following two subsections indicate that the ITG modes are enhanced in the presence of impurity ions and the threshold ITG for the instability is lower than that in pure hydrogen plasmas when density profile of the impurity ions is peaked opposite to that of electrons. In addition, an instability is excited by impurity ions even without ITG when the driving of the impurity ions is strong enough. These observations are similar with the results in tokamak plasmas.
ITG driven modes
The effects of impurity ions with different charge and mass numbers, such as lithium, boron, carbon and oxygen on ITG modes are investigated, when all impurity ions are assumed fully ionized [32] . The parameters employed are 30
unless otherwise stated. Given in figure 11 are the mode growth rate ((a) and (c)) and real frequency ((b) and (d)) versus impurity ion charge concentration f z for L ez =1 ((a) and (b)) and = −2 ((c) and (d)). It is explicitly shown that the growth rate and real frequency of the modes both decrease for L ez =1 when f z increases. In contrast, the growth rate and real frequency of the modes both increase with the impurity charge concentration f z increasing for L ez =−2. In addition, the impurity ions with smaller charge and mass numbers induce higher mode growth rate in both cases. This means that the impurity ions with lower charge and mass numbers have weaker stabilizing and stronger destabilizing effects on ITG modes, respectively, for same impurity charge concentration f z when their density profiles are similar and opposite to that of electrons. These observations are similar with those in tokamak plasmas [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The real frequency and growth rate of the ITG modes as functions of L ez are shown in figures 12 (a) and (b), respectively, for impurity charge concentration f z =0.050.10 and 0.15. The growth rate of the ITG modes is higher for higher f z , meaning that the modes are enhanced by the impurity ions, when the impurity ion density profile is peaked opposite to that of the electrons (L ez <0). In contrast, the growth rate of the ITG modes decreases with increasing L ez when L ez >0. Therefore, the impurity ion effects on ITG modes (enhancing or weakening) mainly depend on its radial profile of density. In addition, the effects are higher when impurity charge concentration f z is higher. The possibility for the existence of impurity driven mode in RFPs is also explored and the answer is positive [25] . The normalized frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the IMs versus L ez are given in figure 13 for figure 13 , the real frequencies and growth rates of the modes monotonically increase for all impurity species when the magnitude of negative L ez increases. In addition, it is shown in figure 13 (b) that L ez thresholds for excitation of the IMs are different for different impurity ion species. For instance, the IM is unstable in plasmas with fully ionized lithium and oxygen ions for L ez <−7.4 and L ez <−2, respectively. In addition, a lower negative L ez is required to excite the modes for impurity ions with higher charge and mass numbers. This feature resembles those in tokamak plasmas [15] . The reduction of Landau damping from ions may be the underlying physics mechanism. The fluid condition k v w    is easy to be satisfied for impurity ions since the thermal velocity of the impurity ions is lower than that of hydrogen ions, where v  is the thermal velocity of the impurity ions. This leads to the fact that large part of the impurity ions is out of Landau resonance and, therefore, induces significant reduction of Landau damping effect of ions.
L ez threshold for excitation of the IM is investigated. Shown in figure 14 are the negative threshold values of L ez_th for exciting the IM in plasmas with carbon ions as a function of n e . The other parameters are s Figure 14 shows that the L ez thresholds in RFPs is one order of 1 e -higher than that in tokamaks for a fixed 0.2 n e > , indicating that the IM requires rather inwardly peaked impurity density profiles to be excited in RFP plasmas. The thresholds of L ez are the same order for RFP as that for tokamak plasmas with peaked electron density profile such as 0.2 n  e , which provide higher free energy and induce the IM more easily in both magnetic configurations. Similar to tokamak plasmas, one kind of unstable modes, hybrid ITG-IM exists in certain parameter regimes where the driving forces for both instabilities are weak enough but not negligible. Presented in figure 15 are the normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the modes versus the temperature gradient i h of the main ions for L ez =−10. The other parameters are the same as in figure 13 . Fully ionized carbon, oxygen and boron ions are considered as impurities. A positive ITG enhances the instability while a negative ITG weakens it. In addition, impurity ions with L ez =−10 enhances the driving for the modes which, therefore, are unstable when i h is much lower than the threshold 1 ic h~in plasmas without impurity ions [43] . Therefore, it may be more appropriate to call the mode as hybrid ITG-IM. The more comprehensive gyrokinetic simulation performed in [25] indicates that the hybrid ITG-IM exists only and the coexistence of the ITG mode and IM was not found in the parameter domain explored. Figure 15(b) shows that a negative ITG has stabilizing effects on the IM, which provides a possible way to identify the modes in fusion plasmas. . The parameters are the same as in figure 13 , except L ez =−10 here. 
e~( ).
Application to experiment
An effort was made to apply the theory in data analysis of RFX-mod experiments [32] . Presented in figure 16 are density profiles of electrons and carbon ions (a), profiles of electron temperature (b) and its gradient scale length T e obtained from the experiment (c). The threshold T th e for ITG instability with and without impurity ions are also given in (c). The profile of electron density is peaked inwardly in the region of r/a=0.6-0.9. Here, C +3 ,C +4 ,C +5 and C +6 are considered as impurity ions and the parameters employed in the simulation are all from the experiment. It is found that the thresholds of ITG scale length ( T th e ) increase in the region of r/a=0.6-0.8, reaching around 0.25, which is comparable with the observed values in the experiment. In particular, the IMs are unstable without any requirement for ITG in the region of r/a ; 0.68-0.74. The region where the IMs are unstable corresponds to the 'shoulder' in the profile of electron temperature in figure 16(b) . These observations demonstrate that the impurity-enhanced ITG and impurity driven micro-instabilities and turbulence may play significant role in the transport and confinement of edge plasmas, besides the MHD turbulence. The uncertainty in the experiment data and the sensitivity of the results to the density profiles of electrons and impurity ions are emphasized in the work [32] .
Electromagnetic instabilities in tokamaks
Physics model and dispersion equation
As in the electrostatic case, an axis-symmetric toroidal configuration of circular flux surfaces with Shafranov shifts (s a -model) is used. The ballooning representation is employed so that the linear mode coupling due to toroidicity of the magnetic configuration is taken into account. The complete gyrokinetic description is adopted for ions. The full transit k v   and finite Larmor radius effects of ions are retained while their magnetic trapping is neglected. The curvature and magnetic gradient drifts v v , ,
w q  ( )of ions are included. The electrons are assumed to be massless, i.e., the electron response is, under the ordering k v te w   | |, calculated to the first order. Magnetic trapping of electrons is also neglected.
Neglecting the compressional Alfvèn waves, the dynamics of low frequency electromagnetic perturbation in inhomogeneous low-β plasmas is described with the quasineutrality condition and parallel component of Ampéreʼs law with the inclusion of multiple ion species as the integral dispersion equations as follows [44, 45] 
) . R is the major radius of the flux surface.
Equation (34) can easily be integrated under the bound-
The perturbations of particle and current densities are obtained from equations (31) and (32) as 
for s=i, z. By substituting equations (35)- (38) into the quasi-neutrality condition, equation (29) , and the parallel component of Ampère's law, equation (30) , the following two coupled integral eigen-mode equations can straightforwardly be derived: 
21 e e i 2 12 
Equations (39) and (40) are transformed into a set of integral eigen-mode equations and numerically solved with the electromagnetic version of code HD7 [45] which has been validated by other codes [46] .
ITG driven mode
The effects of impurity ions on the kinetic shear Alfvén (KSA) instability in tokamak plasmas are investigated through solving above integral equations numerically in a toroidal configuration with axisymmetry [45] . The effects of carbon, oxygen, and tungsten ions on the KSA instability are investigated.
Shown in figure 17 are the normalized growth rate (a) and real frequency Tungsten (W) will be a constituent of the ITER divertor as a plasma-facing material because of its high melting point, low tritium retention, high-energy sputtering threshold, low sputtering yield, etc. Several fusion experimental devices have already been operated with tungsten components [47] [48] [49] . ITER diagnostics are being developed based on using tungsten radiation for monitoring the core ion temperature and the bulk plasma characteristics. Tungsten has a complex spectrum and, therefore, several projects (such as WOLFRAM at Livermore [49] ) are aimed at obtaining tungsten data in various spectral bands, useful for understanding edge radiation from ITER, as well as for developing spectral diagnostics for the ITER divertor. The effects of tungsten ions on KSA instability are briefly considered [45] . Figures 18(a) and (b) show the growth rates and real frequencies of KSA modes as functions of tungsten charge concentration f z for different ionization states, respectively. The temperatures of different tungsten ion species are assumed to be same, and their density gradients are along that of the electrons. As shown in figure 18(a) , the growth rates decrease as the charge concentration f c =f z increases for tungsten ions of all charge states. Higher charged tungsten ions show stronger stabilizing effects than lower charged ones. As f f 0.4
, the growth rates eventually attain the same asymptotic values. The growth rates for Z=7 and Z=10 do not show much difference because the ratios between the mass and charge number of the two species are closer, likewise for Z=46 and Z=64.
Impurity mode
Two kinetic electromagnetic micro-instabilities are found in tokamak plasmas with impurity ions. The instabilities are excited by density gradient of impurity ions and finite β effect even without temperature gradients of both primary and impurity ions [27, 28] . Depending on the peaking direction of density gradient of impurity ions (positive or negative), the instabilities are identified as KSA and kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs), respectively. The instabilities may occur even in parameter regimes where ideal MHD ballooning 
+6
, it is not difficult to figure out that the mode growth rate and the threshold are higher and lower, respectively, in plasmas with higher impurity mass number than that with lower impurity mass number in PIDG case when the charge numbers of impurity ions are same. In addition, it is also held in PIDG case that the growth rate and threshold of the instabilities are higher and lower, respectively, in plasmas with higher impurity charge number than that with lower impurity charge number when mass numbers of impurity ions are same (see curves for C +6 and C
+4
). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the temperature gradient of the main ions enhances the instability and thus lowers the threshold (see the light blue curve for 0.3 i h = versus the red curve for 0 i h = in figure 19(a) ) in PIDG case. In contrast, the temperature gradient of the main ions has stabilizing and destabilizing effects in the regions of R/L nz <130 and R/L nz >130, respectively, and, therefore, raises the threshold in NIDG case (see the light blue curve for 0.2 i h = versus the red curve for 0 i h = in figure 19(c) ). It is clearly shown in figures 19(b) and (d) that the modes propagate in diamagnetic drift directions of the main and impurity ions and the normalized real frequencies decrease and increase with increase of R L nz | |in PIDG and NIDG cases, respectively. Here, the kinetic pressure gradient parameter a varies according to equation (48) when R L nz | |is scanned for a fixed e b =0.01 in the calculations. It is worthwhile pointing out that the density gradient of the impurity ions L ez is an input parameter while that of the main ions is calculated from the quasi-neutrality condition equation
. This leads to that R/L ni increases and decreases for R/L nz <0 and R/L nz >0, respectively, when R L nz | |increases. Therefore, the density gradient of the main ions reverses, i.e., R/L ni <0, for R/L nz >R/L ne /f z . Considering the parameters R/L nz = 25 and f z =0.3, such a reversion occurs at R/L nz >83. Nevertheless, more numerical results demonstrate that such a reversion is not necessary for the instability to occur, although reversed profiles of main ions have been observed in the periphery of HL-2A, TJ-II and RFXmod plasmas [28, 32, 50, 51] . The dependence of the growth rate and real frequency of the modes on the impurity charge concentration f z is analyzed in order to verify the necessary role of the impurity ions. The normalized growth rates and real frequencies of the modes are given in figure 20 ions. The normalized real frequencies r e * w w increase and decrease, respectively, with f z increasing in PIDG and NIDG cases. r e * w w for PIDG is always higher than that for NIDG in the parameter regimes investigated. Here, 0.01 e h = is fixed while a varies in accordance with f z . These results indicate that the impurity charge concentration f z is one of the key parameters and must exceed a certain threshold to excite the new kinetic electromagnetic micro-instabilities, confirming the essential roles played by the impurity ions. On the other hand, it is worth pointing out that the growth rates of the modes reach maxima (not shown in the figures) and then decrease with f z increasing from the thresholds. This observation reveals that the coexistence of two ion species simultaneously in plasmas is a necessary condition for exciting the modes.
The growth rates and real frequencies of the modes versus a are given in figures 21(a)-(d) for the two cases. The growth rates and real frequencies of collisionless ballooning modes without impurity ions are given for the same parameters to help identification of the instabilities found in the presence of impurity ions. Here, the lower and higher a values corresponding to growth rates 0 e * g w = and normalized real frequencies 1.0 r e * w w = -are the instability thresholds of the idea MHD ballooning modes for the first and second stable regimes, respectively [52] . It is very important to point out that the modes are unstable in plasmas with impurity ions of C observation here is that the modes are unstable in both cases when a is well above the higher thresholds of the idea MHD ballooning mode 4 c2 a = [53] . Therefore, the modes are expected to play important roles in higher β plasmas, in particular [28] . The variation tendencies of the real frequencies are shown to be different in figures 21(b) and (d) for PIDG and NIDG cases, indicating possible different underlying physics mechanisms for exciting the instabilities in such two cases again.
The polarization analyses of the fluctuations are performed to help the identification of the modes. The instability for PIDG (R/L nz <0) is identified as impurity induced KBM with oscillating eigenfunction in θ space and drift wave polarization, i.e., E  is finite. On the other hand, the unstable modes in NIDG (R/L nz >0) case is identified as impurity induced KSAinst-ability with eigenfunction peaked at the bad curvature region and ideal MHD polarization, i.e., E 0   [27] .
Summary and discussion
The theoretical and numerical studies on kinetic microinstabilities, including ITG driven modes, TEMs in the presence of impurity ions as well as IMs, induced by impurity density gradient alone, in toroidal magnetized plasmas, such as tokamak and RFP are reviewed briefly. The basic theory for IMs is briefly reviewed first. Then, the detailed numerical works on electrostatic instabilities in tokamak and RFP plasmas are introduced. The hybrid and coexisting instabilities are categorized and discussed systematically. The electromagnetic instabilities such as ITG modes in plasmas of finite β (=plasma pressure/magnetic pressure), KBMs and KSA modes induced by impurity ions in tokamak plasmas are analyzed.
The study of impurity effects on multiple ITG driven modes in transport barriers [54] is in progress.
The topics for future investigation are suggested as follows, based on above brief review. The parameter regimes of tokamak and RFP for coexistence of ITG modes and IMs have not been found in the reviewed work on tokamak and RFP. Or, on the other hand, the exclusivity of coexistence of these modes has to be proved. The effects of the impurity ions on TEMs are strongly parameter dependent. For example, the impurity ions with positive density gradient (L ez <0) may have stabilizing [16] or destabilizing [29] effects on TEMs. More detailed investigation is expected. Heavy impurity ions such as tungsten have been considered very rarely and systematic analysis is anticipated. The effects of the impurity ions on the normal KBMs and KSA modes in tokamak plasmas are worth further exploring besides the impurity ions induced KBMs and KSAs mentioned in this work. Electromagnetic instabilities in RFPs are missing in the literature and may be important since β value in RFPs is much higher than that in tokamak plasmas. The particle and energy transports of main and impurity ions induced by the instabilities in the presence of impurity ions is an important field for detail investigation, in particular, where the impurity ions are considered at the same foothold as the main ions are, and the IMs are taken into account.
